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NZHA successes included:
• Publishing five safety bulletins on accident analysis. These are world
leading.
• Emergency Location of Aircraft - lobbied CAA to rely on satellite
tracking systems rather than ELTs.
• Over Water Operations- lobbied CAA for an exemption to CARs to
permit the use of satellite telephones as an acceptable means of
communications for flights in excess of 30 minutes from land.
• Search & Rescue Standards – lobbying against the development of
new SAR standards for aviation where robust aviation standards
already exist (eg human sling loads)
• Safety Initiative – NZHA is working jointly with CAA to examine
incident trends and feed these back to the helicopter community. This
will provide valuable trend data not currently available.
• New CAA 005 reporting form developed to support the above work.

Training and Development Division achievements include:
• New Integrated Professional Pilot Training Programme.
• Risk profile for the training industry
• Repeating the annual pilot training survey - giving us authoritative
trend information.
• Strengthening relationships with MBIE (visa approvals in newer
markets), TEC and NZQA.
• Transferring ‘best practice’, by sharing exam performance data
• Growing membership and member visits

Our Agricultural Aviation Division successes include:
• Pilot Chemical Rating – a new GROWSAFE® Course (approved by CAA)
is being developed that is non-unit standard based.
• Down to the Wire Campaign (DTTW) now has active CAA support and
sponsorship.
• Guidance Note for Environmental Best Practice in Agricultural and
Rural Aviation is now finalised (a 3 year project). It is now on the Quality
Planning website where Councils go to learn what industry best practice
looks like and how they can shape their Air and Water Plans.
• Regional Council Rules – Ensuring agricultural operations are supported
in Air and Water Plans.
• Agriculture Sector Safety Bulletins.
• Time in Service Recorder (TiSR) is the number one risk in the Ag Sector
Risk Profile. The independent project to scope the development of a TISR
is now complete and will move to the development, certification and
marketing stage.
• Fatigue Risk Management Plan approved by CAA’s HSE unit in 2015
available free to members. This year participating in CAA’s FRM Panel to
ensure that members get a good outcome.
• SMS Manual Template to enable members to easily transition into SMS
and also meet new HSE requirements.

UAVNZ highlights include:
•
•

Supply, Services and Engineering Division highlights
• Finalised a strategic plan for this diverse division which will result in a
range of agreed activities in 2016.

Highlights of 2015

•

Inaugural UAVNZ Conference with 250 delegates – the Shared Skies
Symposium in Masterton (as part of Wings Over Wairarapa)
Promoting the UAV industry – and safe and professional operating
practices (multiple press releases, Privacy Commission workshop,
interaction with agencies)
Supporting UAV companies by providing templates and standards,
engaging with CAA and the wider aviation industry
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The Aviation Leadership Summit was held in Queenstown in July 2015.
This year, we partnered with the Australian Agricultural Aviation
Association – and our Summit had a distinct ANZAC theme – celebrating
100 years of the ANZAC spirit and cooperation.
We had over 350 delegates at the Summit and a record number of 420 at
our Aviation Gala Awards Evening at the magnificent Skyline.
We had many high calibre international speakers – with a particular
highlight being Dr Tony Kern – CEO of Convergent Performance in the
United States.

Cash benefits to members:
• The average member saves $7026 by being a member of Aviation
NZ
• In the last year members saved $264,269 using N3
• Each member saves an average of $2,278 using N3
• Many members save more than their costs of membership
• NZ Forex delivers foreign exchange savings to members

Our Women Leaders in Aviation Summit was launched in October 2015.
This programme promotes networking, diversity and encourages women
to pursue an aviation career.
The feedback on our event has been fantastic – with all participants
scoring the event 8,9 or 10 out of 10. Our world class inspirational
speakers were a particular highlight for many.

Increased networking and collaboration opportunities
• Over 20 Divisional meetings this year
• Monthly Council telcons
• Whole of Government Aviation Group function in
Palmerston North
• Aviation Leadership Summit partnering with AAAA
• Women Leaders in Aviation Summit
• Annual Stakeholder Function in Wellington with the Aviation
Federation

MoU signed with this airline in Vietnam for:
• Aviation Training (pilot, engineering and aviation English)
• Aviation services

We had 80 new members in 2015
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The Whole of Government Aviation Group has met with us a number of
times to progress the aviation growth agenda.
Our focus is to support aviation growth or remove barriers to growth.

We are working with DOC and the Tourism Industry Association to
support sustainable growth of aviation tourism for our TFO
operators.

Members include: Ministry of Transport, CAA, NZ Trade & Enterprise,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, and Callaghan Innovation.
Key issues being progressed include:
•
•
•

Rules Development – Pt 147
GST on B2B training contracts
Prioritising countries for improved G2G aviation relationships

We are the voice for the NZ aviation industry.
The only weekly aviation industry newsletter – with 2000 readers
12 editorials in Aviation Trader/Airwaves in Australia
A regular column in Kiwiflyer
X Press releases
Regular media interviews and comment on topical issues
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We have made over 50 submissions on industry issues including:
• Civil Aviation Act Review
• CAA Funding Review
• New Southern Sky
• RPAS/UAVs
• Medical fee
• Colour Vision Deficiency
• Safety Management Systems
• District Plans
• Aeroclubs
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